
‘Drive around many parts of the city, and it
looks much like any other big Middle Eastern
capital,’ says Andrew North, who took over
from Caroline Hawley as BBC Baghdad
correspondent in December 2005. ‘Busy and
colourful market streets, thronging with people
and traffic.Yet everyone going about their 
daily business here lives under the shadow 
of sudden, random violence.’

Capturing a full picture of the situation in Iraq
against this daily backdrop of violence proved
challenging and complex in a year when events
in that country and the wider Middle East
continued to dominate the news headlines.
In addition to its permanent news presence in
Baghdad, the BBC relied on the determination
and courage of a network of contributors
throughout Iraq.

‘It’s been an enormous challenge covering Iraq
and, to a lesser extent, the wider Middle East,’
says Liliane Landor, Editor, BBC World Service
News Programmes. ‘In Iraq the security situation
has made it very difficult on the ground – it’s
simply too dangerous for correspondents to
move around and we’ve had to think of more
creative means to cover the country.’

One response was to take an in-depth look 
at the reality of life in special Iraq Days during
the year. People from all walks of life, all over the
country, described their experiences. They
ranged from an insurance broker whose
business was thriving to a hairdresser who often
had to manage without any water. ‘Through our
contacts we managed to get under the skin of
what is happening and give people a better
understanding of how Iraqis live today,’ says
Hosam El Sokkari, Head of BBC Arabic. ‘On a
day-to-day basis, it’s not just the explosions, the
bombs and the conflicts but also how do they
feel about the changes in Iraq and how do they
perform their normal duties and tasks.’

‘PARLIAMENT FOR ARABS’

Despite considerable competition, BBC Arabic
radio listening held up strongly, aided by the
launch of new FM services in key areas, such
as Sulaymaniyah in northern Iraq and in Gaza.

A new medium-wave service was launched 
in Lebanon. Online usage reached an all-time
high of over 21 million page impressions a
month, strengthening the BBC’s impact as it
prepares to launch its new Arabic television
service in 2007.

Throughout the year, the rapid pace of
events seldom slowed across the whole of
the Middle East. Forming a complex chain of
developments, key stories included Israel’s
withdrawal from Gaza, Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon’s illness and the elections in Israel,
the Palestinian territories and Egypt and 
their aftermath.

The BBC’s ability to report and analyse events
from a wide range of viewpoints played an
important part when Israel evacuated its
settlers from Gaza.Vivid on-the-ground
reporting and story telling were combined
with specialist depth and insight which put the
withdrawal into context for a world audience.
World Update was presented for a week both
from inside the settlements in Gaza and
where the Palestinians are in control. BBC
reporter Ahmad Budeiri covered the
evacuation from inside the Israeli settlements
for BBC Arabic.

BBC Arabic has provided news and current
affairs coverage around the clock since the
Iraq war. In 2005, it launched a new
programme for young audiences, BBC Extra,
broadening the agenda to social issues such 
as health and women’s rights. Interactive
programming was extended to provide a
growing forum for radio and online audiences
to debate the latest events. ‘We have been
called a “Parliament for Arabs”, where 
people can contribute different views and
perspectives without fear of being marginalised
or judged,’ says Hosam El Sokkari.

‘BBC Arabic is one of the leading news
providers in the Middle East and we will be
the only one offering a coordinated service
across radio, online and television,’ says Jerry
Timmins, Head of Africa and Middle East
Region. ‘TV will give us access to areas we are
unable to reach on FM and meet a genuine
audience demand.’

BBC PERSIAN SITE BLOCKED
In Iran, BBC correspondent Frances Harrison
had to operate under restrictions to cover
major stories.The domestic and international
implications of the election of a new hard-line
government – and the increasing tensions
over Iran’s nuclear programme – were the
dominant themes on radio and online.

The BBC’s Persian Service offered audiences
strong coverage of the election, which
included rare interviews with the leading
contenders, Rafsanjani and Karubi.The then
British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, Egyptian
Director General of the International Atomic
Energy Agency Mohammad Al Baradei, and
Iran’s top nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, were
among the big names interviewed on the
nuclear debate.

Traffic from Iran to bbcpersian.com nearly
doubled during election week. However,
the Iranian authorities ordered the blocking 
of the site in January 2006, depriving many
Iranians of a trusted and respected source of
free and independent information 
at a time of growing tension. It remains 
the dominant news site in Persian. Many
people still manage to access the site, and the
weekly web forums continue to attract a
large number of responses both from inside
Iran and elsewhere in the world.They offer 
a unique window through which we can 
see what ordinary Iranians think about 
events inside and outside their country.
Representations are being made to lift 
the ban.

The uprising in Andijan was the most
important event in Central Asia.When
demonstrators were shot dead in the Uzbek
city last year, BBC World Service, uniquely
among international media, was able to
report from the scene and provide full
coverage of the aftermath.The powerful
audio recording of the events as they
unfolded is now the only original record of
what happened in Andijan on 13 May 2005.
Services in Uzbek and English have succeeded
since that date in analysing the long-term
impact despite very restricted access.

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
THE MIDDLE EAST AND CENTRAL ASIA
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TELLING THE 
INSIDE STORY

‘THROUGH OUR UNIQUE NEWSGATHERING TEAMS WE MANAGED TO GET
UNDER THE SKIN OF WHAT IS HAPPENING AND GIVE PEOPLE A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW IRAQIS LIVE TODAY.’
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From top
Protesters in Andijan, Uzbekistan during
the uprising in May

Saddam Hussein threatening to boycott
his trial 

Supporters of Hamas celebrate the
election results during a rally in Hebron

An Israeli election worker counts ballot
papers at the Knesset

A woman shows her ink-stained finger
after voting in Baghdad

A Jewish woman from the Kfar Darom
settlement in Gaza confronts Israeli
soldiers sent to implement Israel’s policy
of withdrawal

LEAVING BAGHDAD

Caroline Hawley, the BBC correspondent
in Iraq since before the fall of Saddam
Hussein, left Baghdad in December to take
up her new post as the BBC’s Middle East
correspondent. ‘There is a lot I will miss
about Iraq,’ she said. ‘But I am relieved to 
be escaping a city where it is not unusual 
to be woken up by bombs.’

IRAQ DAYS

Ordinary Iraqis told their own stories in
the BBC’s special days of coverage. ‘Just
now we’ve got electricity, but I’ll bet you it
won’t last more than a couple of hours at
most,’ said Um Mustafa, a hairdresser from
Baghdad. ‘Not surprisingly, there’s no one
here yet, no customers. People are generally
more afraid in the morning. Eventually they
venture out.’

GAZA WITHDRAWAL

In August 2005, BBC News correspondents
witnessed events across Gaza as Israeli
soldiers began to remove people from
their homes.
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It was a year of natural disasters on an
exceptional scale, from Hurricane Katrina
and its aftermath – which devastated towns
and cities, including New Orleans, on the
southern US coast – to the South Asian
earthquake that left nearly 75,000 dead in
the Kashmir region and the mudslides that
killed hundreds in Guatemala and other
parts of Central America.

BBC World Service provided comprehensive
coverage from its own correspondents on the
ground and, more than ever, by linking with
people affected. In the aftermath of the South
Asian earthquake, reporters from the BBC’s
Hindi and Urdu services helped to bring the
full impact of the disaster to the world’s
attention.The bbcurdu.com site received more
than 4,000 emails, including numerous
eyewitness accounts and videos shot by
survivors. Mobile phone users drew a vivid
picture of conditions in the devastated region.

‘Getting first-hand accounts from ordinary
listeners made a tremendous difference to our
coverage,’ says Mohammed Hanif, Head of
BBC Urdu. ‘There were areas where reporters
just could not get in and we may not have
known that villages existed but somebody
there had a mobile phone that was still
working and we were able to talk to them.’

One moving story came from a man who had
left his job in Karachi to go and help after
losing his brother in the quake. His online
diary for the BBC Urdu website prompted
numerous messages and donations from other
online users.

Interactive technology established a dialogue
between people in the region and other parts
of the world, which featured on BBC websites.
In a live link-up using laptop computers at the
time of the festival of Eid, schoolchildren from
Bradford in England put questions directly to
children in the city of Muzaffarabad, which was
virtually demolished by the disaster. ‘The
earthquake has affected me,’ says ten-year-old
Hamzah Hassa, a pupil at Bradford’s Thornbury
primary school. ‘It’s made me very sad.Two of
my family friends died.’

For correspondents on the ground, covering
the disaster was a physical and emotional
challenge. ‘Sometimes the scale of destruction
and death was too vast to absorb, at other
times it became too much to cope with,’ says
reporter Barbara Plett. ‘The challenge was to
do justice to the personal stories we heard
while examining the politics of relief and
reconstruction, and to cover the aftermath in
a way that keeps the world engaged.’

For Urdu listeners, there was a setback when
Pakistan’s government stopped a Karachi-
based FM station and two satellite
broadcasters broadcasting BBC material; the
regulatory authority reversed its decision after
representations by the BBC.

STAYING WITH THE STORY

BBC World Service’s coverage of Hurricane
Katrina in August dealt not just with the
devastation and its aftermath but with the
wider issue of what the handling of the crisis

would do to the psyche of the United States
and its reputation abroad. Online sites
featured reaction, discussion, analysis and
images from the devastated areas, again
including many first-hand contributions from
listeners and web users. Hundreds of
messages were received from people
concerned about the whereabouts of family
or friends living in or visiting the region.

In the past eight months, the BBC has
returned to the region to report on the
progress being made in rebuilding
communities. Programmes include a special
edition of the interactive programme World
Have Your Say, presented from New Orleans.

‘We make a point staying with an event such
as Hurricane Katrina because the follow-up
phase of reconstruction and re-housing is the
most important for people who have
survived,’ explains Mary Hockaday, Editor, BBC
World Service News & Current Affairs (now
Deputy Head of BBC Radio News). ‘The
wider audience want to know what has
happened to people affected and how the aid
money has been spent.’

The BBC’s special coverage of the South Asian
earthquake was also maintained long after
general media interest had waned. ‘In the first
few weeks there was wall-to-wall coverage on
local TV channels,’ says Mohammed Hanif.
‘Now when our reporters go to the area, the
first thing people say is everybody has upped
and gone, and only you guys are still here.’

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
REPORTING NATURAL DISASTERS
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EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS
GET CLOSER TO EVENTS
‘GETTING FIRST-HAND ACCOUNTS FROM ORDINARY LISTENERS MADE
A TREMENDOUS DIFFERENCE TO OUR COVERAGE.’
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From top, left to right
Cold weather and lack of shelter posed
a second threat for earthquake
survivors in Muzaffarabad, Pakistan

‘RIP New Orleans’ is the message from
one evacuee at a temporary shelter set
up by the Red Cross following
Hurricane Katrina 

A rescue worker in the Maya Indian
village of Panabaj in Guatemala carries
the body of a young mudslide victim

LANDSLIDE WARNING

More than 650 people were
confirmed dead in Guatemala in
October after tropical storm Stan
triggered landslides; more died in
Mexico and other parts of Central
America. It took several days to fly
reporter Claire Marshall from
Mexico to the remote region of
Guatemala worst affected.When
she arrived she witnessed local
people ignoring warnings to keep
out of their village. ‘Many local men,
along with women dressed in the
colourful embroidered shirts of the
native Maya Indians, walked past the
sign into the remains of their village,’
she says. ‘They wanted to retrieve their
possessions and to try to find the
remains of their loved ones.’
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BBC World Service has been at the forefront of
multimedia programme making ever since Talking
Point combined an international phone-in with 
a simultaneous webcast and a television
broadcast on BBC World. In 2005, the idea of a
global conversation between peoples of different
cultures, languages and backgrounds achieved
new levels with the launch of a new generation
of interactive programming.

‘Our new programme World Have Your Say isn’t
just an hour-long radio programme, it isn’t just a
phone-in – it’s designed to be a 24-hour
interactive experience,’ says Phil Harding,
Director of English Networks & News. ‘The
result has been to bring out a range of topics,
voices and emotions that we don’t normally get
on the air.We’ve also joined up the various
conversations that are taking place in all BBC
World Service languages, so if the topic is Iran
we’ve been able to tap into what people are
saying on the BBC Persian website and share
that with our global audience in English and
other languages.’

Constant dialogue with audiences is giving
news teams an early warning of issues that
may turn into major news stories. Investment
in technology has made it possible to process
a sudden increase in online traffic much faster ;
users can nominate the top comments of the
day as the ones that most closely reflect what
they think and feel. People who comment are
also invited to give their details so news teams
can contact them.The technological
investment paid off when publication of
cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad in

several European newspapers prompted
outrage among some Muslims.

‘When a really big story like the cartoons row
breaks, one that people genuinely want to
have their say about, we now have the
infrastructure in place to manage and publish
all the thousands of comments that start
flooding in,’ says Myra Hunt, Head of New
Media. ‘We saw how the English and Arabic
areas suddenly took off, followed by other
language areas, and we were able to handle
that huge volume of material.’

The impact of interactivity on journalism is
growing. ‘There is a quiet revolution going on;
reflecting what people feel is subtly changing 
the news agenda,’ Myra Hunt explains. ‘When a
subject has really struck a chord we ask
whether it shouldn’t have a more prominent
place in our output.’

CLOSER TO AUDIENCES

The new daily bi-media programme in Spanish,
BBC Enlace, produced from the Miami bureau,
shows how interactive programming is
deepening the relationship with both radio and
online audiences. By the end of the year, over
30 FM partner stations were taking the daily
programme, the topic of which is proposed by
online users. Many have been prompted by the
programme to visit the BBC Spanish website,
bbcmundo.com, and their interest in social
issues – ranging from teenage pregnancy to
urban insecurity – has broadened the

agenda.‘It’s fascinating how a BBC programme
has truly become a forum for debate in Latin
America,’ says Julia Zapata, Head of BBC
Spanish American. ‘BBC Enlace quickly became
the subject of young bloggers thanking us for
finding a space for them. One even likened the
magic of the BBC to the Brazil football team;
he was so captivated by the idea.’

Interactivity is now a key part of many new
and established programmes for all parts of
the world. In many African countries, where
use of mobile phones is growing rapidly and
texting is relatively cheap, there is keen
interest in taking part in BBC programmes
through the use of new technology.Texts and
emails now feature constantly in regular
output such as Network Africa and Focus on
Africa, commenting on breaking news and
raising issues for audiences to debate. Africa
Have Your Say takes the idea a stage further.

‘Africa Have Your Say is a very important
programme for us, a place where Africans
across the continent are coming together to
debate issues that really matter to them,’ says
Jerry Timmins, Head of Africa and Middle East
Region. ‘We also hook up those contributions to
the global debate, so what Africans have to say
is there for people around the world to read.

‘But the striking thing about the whole
programme schedule for Africa is that you now
continuously hear the audience taking part in 
all our programmes and they help to shape the
agenda,’ he adds. ‘Even our dramas are written
by members of the audience.’

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
ENCOURAGING GLOBAL DEBATE
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THE GLOBAL
CONVERSATION REACHES
A NEW LEVEL
‘WORLD HAVE YOUR SAY ISN’T JUST AN HOUR-LONG RADIO 
PROGRAMME, IT ISN’T JUST A PHONE-IN – IT’S DESIGNED TO BE 
A 24-HOUR INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE.’

ANNUAL REVIEW 2005/06
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From top, left to right
As cellular phone coverage in Africa spreads to areas
like Funyula in Kenya, audiences can play an increasingly
important role in interactive programming

Messages posted on sites such as bbcpersian.com
enabled us to tap into the views of our audiences on
specific topics

Over 30 partner stations are now broadcasting our
new, daily, bi-media programme in Spanish, BBC Enlace

Listeners’ texts and emails feature constantly in
programmes such as Network Africa

Africa Have Your Say has become a place where Africans
across the continent can come together

Anger over cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad in a
Danish newspaper sparked a boycott of Danish
products in Muslim countries

CARTOON ROW

BBC World Service received a massive
response to the row over the
publication of newspaper cartoons
depicting the Prophet Muhammad.
Among those to comment were people
from Denmark, where the cartoons
were first published, and the Arab world.

• ‘It’s not enough to just say this is 
all about freedom of expression.We
respect freedom of expression but we
know there are certain boundaries
and limits.’
Afreen Parvez, Saudi Arabia.
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HELPING PEOPLE TO
MAKE SENSE OF THE 
BIG PICTURE

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
MAJOR PROGRAMME SEASONS

1716

‘WE AIMED TO CHALLENGE, INFORM AND TACKLE A MAJOR THEME AMONGST
USERS OF THE BBC’S INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICES.’

ANNUAL REVIEW 2005/06

Thematic ‘big picture’ journalism emerged as
one of the highlights of this year’s programme
making. Major seasons focused on issues that
concern people everywhere, addressing
questions such as ‘Who runs your world?’
and ‘How are we going to find the energy 
we need for the future?’

‘Spotting the big themes and trends is
something we made a particular point of
doing during the year,’ says Phil Harding,
Director of English Networks and News. ‘It’s
one of the things BBC World Service is
uniquely placed to do because of the spread
of correspondents and the amount of
expertise, knowledge and insight that’s
available. Sometimes developments that can
be very significant only happen over a period
of time, almost like watching grains of sand
building a sand dune, and we need to spot
these trends first.’

The Who Runs Your World? season involved
every language service on radio and online and
also featured on BBC World television. High-
profile interviews took place with a wide range
of people, from UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan to the Executive Producer of The
Simpsons. Language services covered issues that
mattered most to their audiences, such as the
endemic problem of corruption in Russia and
towns run by organised criminals in Albania.

‘We aimed to challenge, inform and tackle a
major theme on behalf of users of the BBC’s
international news services,’ say project

leaders Hilary Bishop and Alice Donald. ‘By
focusing all our services on one theme, it was
an opportunity to make a really powerful
impact with great output, thoughtful
journalism, insight, creativity and interactivity.’

Former South African President Nelson
Mandela topped a poll to find the person
most people would like to form a fantasy
world government. Online users could also try
their hand at running the world in Power Play,
an interactive game made available in eight
languages.The reaction showed people felt it
was not just presidents and prime ministers
who ran their world but family, partners and
economic factors were extremely important.

‘When you think about power, we often
define it only through political relationships
but by asking “Who runs your world?” we got
a very different set of answers,’ says Phil
Harding. ‘One of the insights that came out of
the season was a real sense of what an
interesting mix of forces run people’s lives.’

FUELLING THE FUTURE

In a special season, Fuelling the Future, BBC
World Service news, business and science
programmes were devoted to energy issues
for a week as concerns grew more
widespread that an energy gap could lead to a
crisis for humanity.
Radio and online reports brought listeners
and online users a global perspective, from

Russia’s controversial role in reducing the level
of Ukraine’s gas supplies to Venezuela’s oil
bonanza. Programmes looked at the
production of oil and its fluctuating price and
investigated how countries of the G8 and the
large developing economies of China, India
and Brazil would be able to fuel their future
growth if cheap energy sources ran out.

They examined the link between energy and
policy, asking if concerns about energy security
influence the United States’ stance.The season
weighed up arguments for and against different
energy sources, assessed their effect on the
environment and considered viable alternatives
to relying on oil, coal and nuclear power.

2005/06

From top, left to right
TheWho Runs Your World? season involved every
language service on radio and online, and BBC 
World television

The week-long Fuelling the Future season looked at
energy issues and concerns over a global ‘energy gap’

Oil tankers at daybreak on the western shore of Lake
Maracaibo in Venezuela; oil prices inched up as fears
over global supply disruptions grew

Shell’s presence in the volatile Niger Delta region of
Nigeria was examined in the Fuelling the Future season

Protesters in front of the Russian embassy in Kiev
demonstrate over Russia’s plans to increase the price
of gas to Ukraine

FUELLING THE FUTURE

The Fuelling the Future season deployed 
the BBC World Service’s global news
resources, to bring a key issue into focus
(in countries all over the world).

• PresentingWorld Business Report from
India, Mark Gregory investigated the
country’s energy needs. ‘Like China and
the West, India is scouring the world for
new sources of energy but so far hasn’t
done very well in securing deals.’

• ‘Energy will bring Russia considerable
political power.The world is waiting 
to see how that power is going to 
be used,’ reported  Emma Simpson 
in Moscow.

• ‘If Shell is ready and willing to work with
the people and understand their needs, we
will welcome them into our abundant lands
and work with them,’ local community
worker Sampson Agba told reporter
Dan Isaacs in Nigeria’s Delta region.

• ‘The country has no nuclear energy
programme of its own, but even so,
uranium arouses powerful and contrasting
emotions here,’ reported online
environment correspondent Richard
Black from an Australian uranium mine.

WHO RUNS YOUR WORLD? 
THE OFFICIAL POLL

The season was launched by one of the
biggest surveys of worldwide public
opinion ever undertaken, representing
the views of 1.3 billion people, surveyed
by Gallup International.

• Nearly half said elections were not
free or fair.

• Many were pessimistic about their
ability to change their lives.

• Family was very important.
• National identity was still strong.
• There was a low trust rating for

politicians.
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Reporters from BBC Urdu and BBC Hindi
helped to bring the full impact of the South
Asian earthquake to the world’s attention

Clockwise from top left
Sir Bob Geldof addresses the crowd at the
Glastonbury Festival of Contemporary Arts, one
of many outside broadcasts undertaken in July

BBC World Service mounted its most extensive
coverage of the African Cup of Nations to date,
adding reports in Swahili to five other languages

A supporter of former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani
during the final hours of campaigning - traffic from Iran to
bbcpersian.com nearly doubled during election week

1918
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In a year when BBC World Service’s global
audience reached an all-time record, business
development and marketing initiatives raised
awareness of what the BBC has to offer.
The aim was to get closer to audiences and
find the right way of delivering our
programmes and services to them; this meant
relying increasingly on partnerships in radio, and
with new media companies.

New FM agreements were secured with local
stations. In the United States, stations were
attracted by the strong editorial proposition of
the BBC’s Iraq Days, which portrayed life in the
country through the eyes of ordinary Iraqis, and
by BBC World Service’s flagship programmes
such as Newshour being taken on the road to
the studios of partner stations. Audiences grew
to over five million in the highly competitive
North American market.

‘We targeted partner stations in the US with
big programmes like Newshour and it has paid
off,’ says Ruxandra Obreja, Head of Business
Development. ‘In Washington, for example, our
new cooperation with FM public broadcaster
WETA has got us to the heart of the political
elite in the US.We are having an impact
because a lot of our target audience, people
who not only follow the news but also shape 
it can now listen to us there.’

ARABIC YOUTH DEBATE

The BBC Arabic roadshow Your Future,Who
Decides It? travelled to five cities – Cairo,
Amman, Khartoum, Ramallah and Damascus.
Live broadcast debates held in universities were
promoted through interactive booths at
colleges, shopping malls, gyms and internet
cafés.Young men and women were invited to
express their views on issues such as traditional
marriage and unemployment, and to identify

and put questions to opinion formers and
leaders. In the Syrian capital Damascus, it was
the first time this type of open debate had
been broadcast live. Guests included Abdullah
Al Dardari, Deputy Prime Minister for
economic affairs, who encouraged delegates 
to extend the debate in their own media.

‘Sharing the personal opinions, experiences and
aspirations of participants on the ground and
online was the most powerful aspect of the
roadshow,’ says Mohammed Yehia, Editor of
bbcarabic.com. ‘It highlighted the value of
interactive content and proved that insight is
not a monopoly for experts.The response was
overwhelming.The message from the youth
who took part was clear: there is a hunger 
for similar events.’

The roadshow reached more than 260,000
people on the ground in five countries.
Hundreds packed the venues during live 
one-hour radio debates and the roadshow
webpage was the most visited page on the
Arabic website over a period of two months,
generating over 300,000 page impressions.

‘Our big marketing campaigns this year had a
strong editorial element and we are working to
ensure we are capitalising on their initiatives,’
says Alan Booth, Controller of Marketing
Communications and Audiences. ‘Our main
asset is our programmes and you get added
value where local people are involved in
making them.You really begin to make an
impact and you get a buzz around the BBC
being in the area.’

Roadshows in other key markets also gave
listeners new opportunities to discuss issues
central to their lives. In Uganda, presenter Paul
Bakibinga, himself a Ugandan, was the ‘face’ of
the roadshow that launched the interactive
programme Africa Have Your Say and a new

weekend edition of the current affairs show
Network Africa. ‘Ugandans came out in their
thousands to meet the BBC teams as they
toured the country, and their enthusiasm was
humbling,’ he says. ‘We want our African
audiences to engage with the BBC’s services,
and with their responses the Ugandans have
provided us with clear understanding as to
what the agenda should contain.’

One of the highlights of the tour was a live
programme from Jinja, the source of the Nile,
focusing on the controversial issue of access to
water and how resources are divided up and
shared amongst countries of the Nile basin. For
Regional Executive Editor Kari Blackburn, one
of the most memorable stops was at Fort
Portal in the west of the country, supporting
the BBC’s partner station Voice of Toro, ‘Whole
streets of the town were completely packed
with people,’ she says. ‘Many had walked long
distances and taken buses for hours to meet
presenter Paul Bakibinga.’

The BBC Urdu roadshow travelled to the
Northern territories of Pakistan, making
programmes with listeners in Gilgit, Hunza and
Skardu shortly before the region was struck by
the South Asian earthquake. BBC Hindi’s Aapki
baat:Aap ke beech (Your views directly from you)
toured the heartland of Bangalore, Kalinganagar,
Muzaffarpur and Pune and the states of Punjab
and Uttar Pradesh in the run-up to India’s
budget announcement in February 2006.

‘Listeners sometimes find issues surrounding
the budget and economic policies cloaked 
in jargon and figures,’ says Achala Sharma,
Head of BBC Hindi. ‘We lifted the cloak 
by letting ordinary people quiz our panel 
of experts and voice their views on what 
the economic transformation of India 
means to them.’

CONNECTING MORE
CLOSELY WITH 
AUDIENCES

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING
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‘SHARING THE PERSONAL OPINIONS, EXPERIENCES AND ASPIRATIONS OF
PARTICIPANTS ON THE GROUND AND ONLINE WAS THE MOST POWERFUL
ASPECT OF THE ROADSHOW.’
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Looking at the impact of economic change,
BBC Hindi toured India in February

The BBC Arabic roadshow, Your Future,Who
Decides It?, travelled to five cities, including the
West Bank

Ugandans came out in their thousands to
meet the BBC teams

The BBC Urdu roadshow travelled to the
Northern territories of Pakistan

BBC ARABIC ROADSHOW:
YOUR FUTURE,WHO DECIDES IT?

• ‘Corruption is fuelling unemployment in
Jordan.You cannot get a job unless you
have the right connections.’
Amin Jarar – Amman, Jordan

• ‘Searching for our identity is an unfulfilled
dream for us young Sudanese caught
between poverty and oppression.’
Mohamed – Kesla, Sudan
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From the African Cup of Nations and the
Commonwealth Games to the Live 8
concerts, BBC World Service gave audiences a
front row seat at the biggest international
events and festivals of the year.The range of
outside broadcasts was more ambitious and
wide ranging than ever. In July, in the same
week as Live 8, programmes were broadcast
from Africa Live Day at the British Museum,
the Glastonbury Festival of Contemporary
Arts, the Wimbledon tennis championships,
Scotland in the build-up to the G8 Summit –
and from Tehran, Sofia and Tirana to cover
elections in Iran, Bulgaria and Albania.

‘BBC World Service needs to be at the big
events,’ says Phil Harding, Director of English
Networks and News. ‘We’ve demonstrated
that we won’t just be there at the summits
but we’ll be there at the big cultural events,
and we’ll bring the audience the things they
want to hear.’

Interest in the 2006 African Cup of Nations
reached fever pitch as BBC World Service
mounted its biggest coverage of the
tournament to date, adding commentaries and
reports in Swahili to its output in five other
languages and providing new opportunities for
listeners to express their views on the radio
and online. It was a major commitment but
proved very popular, both with FM partner
stations and the audience.

‘We were delighted to bring full coverage of
key matches in the tournament in Swahili for
the first time, giving our listeners the chance
to hear important games, from beginning to
end, in their own language,’ says Tido Mhando,
Head of the BBC Swahili service.

‘What’s more, football fans in Kenya,Tanzania,
Burundi and Rwanda could hear the Swahili
commentaries by John Nene and Juma
Nkamia on FM services broadcast by the BBC
and partner stations.’

For English-speaking audiences across Africa,
commentator Martin Davies of BBC African
Productions, covering his eighth final, brought
the vivid flavour of this football festival to
listeners. ‘You think African Cup of Nations and
you think BBC,’ he says. ‘That’s important
because Africans are passionate about football
and there’s increasing interest right now
because of African players in the highest leagues
in the world, in Italy, Spain and the English
Premiership.There’s a fascination about seeing
superstars such as Drogba of Chelsea and Kolo
Toure of Arsenal performing back in Africa.’

The African football website mounted
comprehensive coverage of matches. It
received 230 million page impressions during
the tournament.The Sportsworld and World
Football sites also gained traffic. Interactive
programmes such as Africa Have Your Say
and Fast Track gave new opportunities for
listeners to comment by texting and emailing.
French speakers were able to talk about the
teams and players, give feedback on matches
and support their national team through the
flagship interactive programme L’Afrique 
en Direct.

For the final in Cairo, BBC World Service
teamed up with BBC Radio 5 Live, enabling
UK listeners to share the excitement as
Martin Davies joined Alan Green in the
commentary box. ‘Our coverage fulfiled one
of the BBC’s purposes, of bringing the world

to the UK as well as the UK to the world,’
says Phil Harding. ‘That complements BBC
World Service’s immensely popular coverage
and commentary on the Premier League
every Saturday and raises the profile of British
football as a global brand.’

LIVE 8 ROCKS THE WORLD

Coverage of the Live 8 concerts turned out
to be one of the biggest and most
complicated outside broadcasts BBC World
Service has ever staged. Listeners in English
and other languages were able to experience
the enthusiasm and scale of the concerts,
devised by the organisers to raise awareness
of poverty in Africa as the G8 leaders met in
Gleneagles in Scotland. Mark Goodier, Emma
B, Mark Coles and Russell Fuller presented live
coverage from backstage at London’s Hyde
Park, featuring live music from the London
concert plus highlights and reports from the
other nine concerts around the world.

The concert coincided with the Wimbledon
women’s tennis final, one of the longest on
record, which ran up against some of the main
acts at Live 8, presenting an additional
challenge to the sport and music production
teams.When the concert also over-ran, the
presenters were on air for 12 hours of
continuous live broadcasting.

‘It was a real challenge but the team did a
brilliant job,’ says Phil Harding. ‘We felt it was
really important for BBC World Service to be
at Live 8 and bring that incredible event to
world audiences as it was a major cultural
event with political resonance.’

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
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CAPTURING THE
OUTSTANDING MOMENTS
OF THE YEAR

CAPTURING THE
OUTSTANDING MOMENTS
OF THE YEAR
‘YOU THINK AFRICAN CUP OF NATIONS AND YOU THINK BBC.THAT’S
IMPORTANT BECAUSE AFRICANS ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT FOOTBALL.’
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From top, left to right
Venus Williams celebrates becoming
Wimbledon champion for the third time

The 2006 Commonwealth Games in
Melbourne opened in spectacular style. BBC
World Service captured the sporting action
on air and online

Covering the Live 8 concert was one of the
biggest and most complicated outside
broadcasts ever staged by BBC World Service

Ivorian football fans wave posters of Didier
Drogba following their team’s victory in the
African Cup of Nations semi-final against
Nigeria – BBC World Service mounted its
biggest ever coverage of the tournament

AFRICAN CUP OF 
NATIONS 2006

• BBC World Service broadcast
live reports into sports bulletins
on each match in Arabic, English,
French, Portuguese, Somali and
Swahili, with full commentaries 
of some games in English, French
and Swahili.

• Comprehensive news was
available on the African football
website, and fans expressed their
opinions on programmes such as
Fast Track and Africa Have Your Say.

• Views grew lively when BBC
World Service’s team of
reporters in Egypt named their
ideal African Cup teams. ‘Martin
Davies has shocked me by picking
Egypt’s Essam Al Hadary in goal.
Nigeria’s Vincent Enyeama is the
best goalkeeper in the
tournament,’ commented Ogaji
Ejeh from Nigeria. In the final,
Egypt beat Ivory Coast 4-2 on
penalties after a goalless draw.

LIVE 8

• BBC World Service captured the
atmosphere for global radio
listeners with a record-breaking
outside broadcast as concerts
were held in ten cities, including
London, Philadelphia, Paris, Berlin,
Johannesburg, Rome and Moscow.
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BBC World Service Trust worked with an
increasing range of donors, NGOs and local
partners, helping to change attitudes in key
areas such as media development, democratic
institutions and health education.There was
continued high impact for health education
initiatives, such as the HIV/Aids projects in
Angola, Cambodia, India, Malawi and Nigeria.
The year was notable for growing recognition 
of the role of independent media in establishing
good governance.

‘Our argument is that an investment in
pluralistic and strong media helps to foster an
environment in which democracy can flourish,’
says the Trust’s Director, Stephen King. ‘I think
we have positioned ourselves well at the
centre of that debate over the past year and
contributed practical examples of how that
can happen.’

LAUNCH OF AL-MIRBAD

A landmark was the launch of the first
independent regional broadcaster for southern
Iraq.Al-Mirbad broadcasts a range of
programmes, from news and current affairs to
children’s interest, entertainment and sport. In
its biggest project to date, the Trust trained the
editorial, administrative and technical staff;
assisted in the development and piloting of
different programme strands and supervised the
importation and construction of the studio 
and transmission equipment.

When presenter Abbas Hassan Kammaz 
Al Zerkani made the first radio broadcast in
June 2005, it was the culmination of months 
of preparation for the 150, mainly young, staff.
Many had only been recruited at the beginning
of the year and had never worked in
broadcasting before.

‘The team in Basra and we at the Trust take
immense pride in the fact that Al-Mirbad is an
Iraqi station, built by Iraqis, with local Iraqi staff
providing wholly Iraqi content to their
community,’ says the Trust’s project director,
Abir Awad. ‘This sense of ownership has
brought about a deep sense of commitment
and drive to succeed.’

‘Al-Mirbad is creating a benchmark for
independent, impartial and relatively low-cost
broadcasting and it’s a model we could 
apply in other parts of the world,’ says Trust
Director Stephen King. ‘We’ve been able to
take advantage of the fact that the BBC has
all kinds of technical knowledge at its
fingertips and is able to ensure that good
standards of editorial independence are
introduced and maintained.’

The Trust’s Media Dialogue Programme
(MENA) helped journalists to develop their
professionalism in other parts of the Middle
East and North Africa. Seminars were held 
in Beirut, Cairo, Damascus and Rabat,
and young journalists attended a training
programme in London.The scheme was later
extended to Yemen and a number of Gulf
States, and additional training was provided
for chief executives and managers in an
effort to change entrenched attitudes in
media organisations.

‘In Damascus, everyone was surprised by the
level of engagement,’ says Simon Derry, director
of the Trust’s media development unit.
‘Representatives of government media were
taken to task by other journalists. For many,
it was the first time they had been able to
express their views openly in Syria.’

PROMOTING
ACCOUNTABILITY 
The Trust worked closely with the Commission
for Africa, established by British Prime Minister
Tony Blair.Aiming to identify ways of
strengthening African media, it coordinated
contributions from the African and international
media development community to the
commission’s report, Our Common Interest,
published in April 2005. Building the capacity 
of the media is regarded as important because
it creates a climate for accountability and good
governance. In January 2006, the African Media
Development Initiative (AMDI) was set up to
establish projects that will be African led, with 
a coalition of international partners providing
technical support.

The Bangladesh Sanglap (Dialogue on
Bangladesh) was a major Trust initiative on
governance supported by DFID. It included
the biggest season of programmes ever
mounted by the BBC in Bangladesh and
generated audiences of over 5 million.The
initiative included eight large-scale Bangla-
language debates on subjects such as justice,
corruption, local government, health and
education, eight lively phone-ins, university
student workshops and youth debate
programmes. Some of the young participants
then joined in an English-language
programme linking Dhaka with the
Bangladeshi Diaspora community in London.
Mahfuz Anam, Editor of the leading English-
language newspaper, The Daily Star, said: “The
programmes set an example of how to
engage political opponents, civil society, the
media and specialists in different fields in
mature debate and discussion.” Project
partners included Channel 1, NTV
Bangladesh, BBC World and BBC Bengali.

A YEAR IN REVIEW 
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TACKLING DEVELOPMENT
ISSUES AND IMPROVING
PEOPLE’S LIVES
‘AN INVESTMENT IN PLURALISTIC AND STRONG MEDIA HELPS TO
FOSTER AN ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH DEMOCRACY CAN FLOURISH.’
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From top, left to right
The Bangladesh Sanglap, the BBC World
Service Trust’s biggest season of
programmes, stimulated a national
conversation

Bottom left to right, clockwise
Abbas Hassan Kammaz Al Zerkani
made the first radio broadcast on 
Al-Mirbad in June 2005

The launch of Haarth Se Haarth in India 

The Bangladesh Sanglap debates were
recorded and DVDs capturing the
governance debates were produced
and distributed in Bangladesh and
around the world to key stakeholders 

Practical advice sessions on making
balanced election programmes were
recorded in Aden 

An Al-Mirbad journalist prepares her
script, before going on air

ABOUT THE 
BBC WORLD SERVICE TRUST

• The BBC World Service Trust
(bbcworldservicetrust.org) is an
independent international charity that
works with people in developing and
transitional countries to improve the
quality of their lives through the
innovative use of the media.

• It carries out projects in over 
50 countries with support from 
a variety of donors, NGOs and local
partners.

• Around 90% of its 600 staff work in,
and are from, developing countries.

WINNING AUDIENCES 
IN SOUTHERN IRAQ

• BBC World Service Trust helped the
people of southern Iraq launch Al-
Mirbad in Basra, their first regional
television and radio service.

• It has become the most popular local
station in the region, listened to by
42% of radio listeners.

• 25% of all respondents said they 
have watched Al-Mirbad TV since 
it launched 

HIV/AIDS – GETTING THE
MESSAGE ACROSS

• BBC World Service Trust worked
with a growing number of local
broadcasters, NGOs and journalism
schools in five countries on innovative
campaigns designed to stem the
spread of HIV/Aids and improve the
lives of millions affected.

• In India,TV output has reached an
estimated 250 million viewers.
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A long period of uncertainty over the future
funding of BBC Monitoring came to an end
during a year when editorial and production
teams provided a crucial insight into turbulent
regions of the world, such as the Middle East,
Iran, Afghanistan and parts of the former
Soviet Union.

Following funding uncertainties, a review was
commissioned by the Cabinet Office, which 
has since taken over from the FCO as BBC
Monitoring’s lead stakeholder.The outcome has
been a five-year agreement with an overall
increase in funding amounting to an average of
£23.8m per year until 2010/11. However, it
remains necessary to reduce costs by £2m per
annum by March 2007.

The review, led by Sir Quentin Thomas,
concluded that the partnership between the
Government and BBC Monitoring represented
‘excellent value for money’ and that it should
be a ‘UK objective’ to give BBC Monitoring
stability and confidence.This will allow it to
focus on maintaining an operation that matches
its customers’ needs.

Following publication of the review’s findings in
August 2005, BBC Monitoring began a
transformation of its services for 2010 and
beyond. Detailed structural changes, new posts
and teams were announced in March 2006.The
changes include the closure of 69 posts,
although many had been left unfilled to
minimise redundancies.

‘The funding review has left us in a stronger
position.The world of media is changing and
the transformation of BBC Monitoring reflects
that,’ says Chris Westcott, Director of BBC 

Monitoring. ‘We must gear ourselves up much
more to cope with the growing profusion of
satellite TV services and new digital media
platforms, including mobiles and blogs.That
means a lot of technological investment and
new ways of working.’

The review has raised interest in what BBC
Monitoring can offer and how services could
be developed for the future. ‘We live in
turbulent and uncertain times and finding out
what people in other countries are hearing,
listening to and reading is increasingly
important,’ Chris Westcott explains. ‘If you
consistently watch and listen to what a country
is saying about itself and its international
relationships, over time you can build up a
fundamental understanding of what makes
individuals, governments and politicians tick.’

FOCUSING ON THE MIDDLE
EAST AND IRAN

The value of such systematic media monitoring
was demonstrated clearly during a year when
the Middle East was once again a top priority.
Local bureaux played an important part in
giving access to a wide range of media outlets.

Coverage of Iraq focused on reporting and
comment on the continued violence and the
fate of foreign hostages against the backdrop 
of electoral developments. Following the
victory of the militant Islamic movement
Hamas in the parliamentary elections in the
Palestinian territories in January 2006, close
attention was paid to subsequent political and
diplomatic manoeuvres and the reactions of
key Middle East governments.

Iran was another area of great interest to
stakeholders. Major stories included Iran’s
nuclear programme, President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s controversial remarks on Israel
and the Holocaust and the behind-the-scenes
power battles that followed the presidential
election in June 2005.The growing importance
of Iranian blogs was reflected in regular
roundups of developments in new media.
Work began to boost coverage of provincial
press and television sources, including some
serving Arabic-speaking populations.

‘We are starting to pick up some interesting
nuances in Iranian provincial coverage, just as
we do in Russia,’ says Chris Westcott. ‘Different
media speak to different parts of the
population, particularly in countries where the
population may be differentiated by ethnicity or
religion in different regions.’

In Afghanistan, local management of enhanced
operations inside the country was established.
Media assessments were provided for key
customers, such as the Ministry of Defence, at
a time when British forces were being
deployed to Helmand province.

The ability of locally based monitoring teams
to track media sources across countries of the
former Soviet Union was constantly in
demand, with events such as the Chechen-led
raid on the Russian city of Nalchik, the Azeri
elections and protests, and disputes over gas
supplies to Ukraine and Georgia.Tashkent
remained one of the most difficult locations to
work from and the team’s work there was
highly praised for its coverage of the events
and their aftermath in the Uzbek city 
of Andijan.

GAINING STABILITY TO
TRANSFORM SERVICES 
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‘THE FUNDING REVIEW HAS LEFT US IN A STRONGER POSITION.
THE WORLD OF MEDIA IS CHANGING AND THE TRANSFORMATION 
OF BBC MONITORING REFLECTS THAT.’
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OUTCOME OF THE 
BBC MONITORING REVIEW

• Funding to increase to an average of
£23.8m per annum between 2006/07
and 2010/11, giving stability for a
transformation of services.

• A ring-fenced grant replaces the
current subscription model.

• Cabinet Office takes over from the
Foreign & Commonwealth Office as
sponsoring department and chairs
new Governance Panel.

• BBC World Service retains close
relationship as a major stakeholder.

ABOUT BBC MONITORING

• BBC Monitoring supplies political and
economic news, information and
comment gathered from the mass
media around the world.

• It systematically monitors more than
3,000 radio,TV, press, internet and
news agency sources, translating from
up to 100 languages.

• Bureaux in many countries give
access to media that are not
otherwise generally available.

• Media reports and country profiles
can be found online at
www.bbcnews.com, and a world diary
of political and economic events for
the week ahead is available free at
www.monitor.bbc.co.uk.
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